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wishes his pupil to be able, when he leaves the high
school, -to write English independently, but if the total
time at disposal in the six or seven years of the pupil's
study of English do not admit of his attaining this
standard, harm not benefit results from-forcing1 the pace.
If, on the other hand, a wise choice of the pupil's work-
ing vocabulary has been made throughout the course,
it should be possible for some or most of the pupils to
write freely on topics within the scope of that vocabulary,
and written compositions without immediate previous
oral preparation may be undertaken, carefully graduated
as to difficulty of matter, of vocabulary, and in length.
As to the extent to which independent writing can be
profitably expected, every teacher must decide from his
experience, and his knowledge of the capabilities of his
pupils.
The chief reason for keeping the oral and the written
work in the main closely connected is that the oral and
written practices act and re-act on one another. A
written exercise based on the language and matter of an
oral exercise preceding it serves to confirm in the pupil's
mind both the general and particular language lessons
taught through the oral exercise, and so re-enforces the
oral speech habits. At the same time, the particular
speech habits and the principles of arrangement and
effective expression illustrated in the oral exercise, give
the pupil a similar training for his written expression.
This is obviously the more definite and impressive where
the subject-matter is the same.
The writing of compositions long enough to call into
play skill in composition, apart from simple knowledge of
vocabulary, cannot be taught in English without taking
note of what has already been taught in the vernacular.
There are certain elementary principles of arrangement,
of paragraphing, or sentence order and construction, and
certain principles governing effective narration, descrip-
tion, explanation, exposition, or argument, which unless
they have been previously inculcated in the teaching of
the vernacular throw an additional burden on the teacher
of English in the high stage.
Where this instruction has been disregarded in teach-
ing the vernacular, time taken over teaching the forms

